
 

 LYCH GATE  

Bawnboy 
workhouse  

LYCH GATE 
One of the most important features of 

Bawnboy workhouse was the Lych gate. 

This was the centre piece of the workhouse 
buildings. 

It was taken down in the 1980’s, when the 
workhouse was no longer used. 

At that time, the dining hall was turned into 
a bakery, and to facilitate the vans coming 

to the bakery, the lych gate was dismantled. 

Fortunately, Cavan County Council took 
care to number all the stones which were 

taken down, and which were stored in one 
of their quarries. 

By a coincidence, the man who numbered 
the stones was the father of Aidan Brady, 

P.Joe Brady,of Kilsob. Thomas McKiernan 
also worked on this as did Cyril Brady, who 

is still alive, 30 years later, Aidan was the 
man who was given the task of reinstating 

the Lych Gate. 

Great new improvements in 
workhouse buildings 

Since the beginning of 2012, a team of workmen have been 
carrying out remedial work on the outsides of the two front 
blocks of Bawnboy Workhouse. They have cleared the trees 
from the front of the site, and have removed the ivy from the 
roofs. This work has been carried out with cooperation from the 
Cavan Monaghan Leader  scheme, Cavan Co. Council and a 
group of local residents who formed Bawnboy Workhouse Ltd. 

LYCH 
The word lych or lic 
in Old English 
means “corpse”. 
The word was used 
to describe a gate 
with a roof over it. 

In the Middle 
ages 
The gate gave 
shelter to the dead 
during the burial 
service 

Photo of Aidan 
putting the stones 
together for the 
arch of the lych 
gate 
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Beams to support the roof 
of the lychgate 

Tony MacGoldrick and Aiden Brady lift 
the wooden beams. These were stored 
for 30 years by cavan co. council 
 

The stones re assembled on the support which Aidan 
Brady made. 
 

Stones lying in the quarry. 

The stones were covered in undergrowth and had first 
to be dug out. However, the numbers which had been 
painted on the stones by P.Joe Brady were still visible, 
and were of great assistance in reassembling the arch. 

Castlecomer, arch of lychgate, Co. Kilkenny 

There were 163 workhouses built in Ireland during the 
period 1840-1853. 30 of these were built from 1849-
1853, mostly to the same plans, drawn up by George 
Wilkinson.  Most of these workhouses have been 
demolished or converted as hospitals or for other uses. 
None of the lych gates survive. The nearest one which 
has something remaining is this one from Castlecomer. 
The building has been partly demolished, and some of it 
is in use as a hospital. This is all that remains of the lych 
gate. 



 

These pictures give an idea of the conditions in the 
workhouse 

 

Women did the laundry, and the laundry 
building was in the women’s yard. The bakery 
was in the men’s yard. The laundry had a 
basement where a fire could be lit to heat the 
water in the large cauldrons above. The old 
wringer still has the name of the manufacturer, 
and was made in Bradford. 

TUS WORKERS 
The committee are very pleased to have the 

assistance of two TUS workers, Danny Dolan and 
Gavin Baker 

They have been 
invaluable in the work 
they have been doing 
and have shown great 
initiative in helping to 
improve the appearance 
of the buildings. 

They are standing at the gate which would 
stop new entrants from joining the inmates. 
Newly admitted paupers would first be 
washed and given a uniform in the 
Probationary ward, before they would be 
allowed in the main buildings. 
They would also be kept apart until it was 
clear that they were not suffering from fever. 

Inmates were confined to certain quarters, and 
were not allowed to mix. Wives were separated 
from their husbands, children were separated 
from their parents. The conditions were 
intended to be oppressive, so that people would 
only come there as a last resort. 

There were no beds, paupers were given 
mattresses stuffed with straw to sleep on. The 
straw was to be changed once a week, and there 
was a straw house on the premises. The 
mattresses were placed on raised platforms, 
which had vent holes for the circulation of air 
inserted in them. 

 



 

Window reconstruction 
Danny Dolan and Gavin Baker in 
front of reconstructed window 

Danny and Gavin showed great ingenuity in locating 
the stones to reconstruct the side of this window. It 
had been broken down to allow access to cattle in the 
past.  The temporary panels which give an illusion of 
windows were added by the contractor, Sean Quigley. 
They help to give a unified appearance to the front of 
the building. 

Metal implements 
Danny uncovered interesting artifacts while he was 
cleaning out the buildings 

The contractor, Sean Quigley, cleared 
the trees from the front of the site, 
and removed the ivy from the roofs. 
The hole in the front can be seen 
clearly here. 
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Heavy machinery to lift the beams of 
the lych gate into place. 

Sean Murray was on hand to help lift the beams 
into place. 



 

Minute Books of Board of 
Guardians of Bawnboy 

W kh  There are 20 minute books from 
the period 1871 -1920 in the 
Farnham Library in Cavan. 

Tom Sullivan archivist has kindly allowed us to show a 
little of the material in these books. 

This record refers to two inmates 
who were disrespectful. One 
“cursed me for a rogue”. The other 
refused to bring in turf. 
Both were ordered to spend six hours a day for six 
days in the refractory, a dark lock up cell with a 
stone bed in it. The punishment is written below. 

An old woman died with £21 on her 

This entry is about an old woman receiving 1/6 (one 
shilling and six pence) a week outdoor relief, died 
ion the house of a man named Tubman. She had £21 
sewn into her skirt. 

Emigrant Girls to Australia 
4,000 girls between the ages of 14 – 18 were sent to 
Australia during the famine. 400 of these were from 
Cavan. There was a shortage of women in Australia at 
the time, and there was a scheme to send teenage girls 
there from workhouses. This entry says the medical 
officer has said they are fit to travel. 



 

 

Mike Barrett, the administrator 
of the Tus Scheme, and Pamela 
Carney, both from Breffni 
Integrated with Dymphna 
Headen in front of the Lych 
Gate. 

Mickey Bannon and Dymphna 
Headen in front of the scaffolding 
for the Lych gate. 

Mould for the arch 

Oliver Brady , Owney Doonan,  and Tony Byrne 
admiring the mould for the roof which Aidan Brady 
was constructing. 

Fixing the roof 

The contractor working on fixing the holes in the 
roof 



 

 

Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices 
posuere cubilia Curae; In vestibulum accumsan quam. Lorem 
ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit. Fusce vitae 
ipsum vehicula neque vehicula mattis. Pellentesque bibendum 
scelerisque ligula. Nulla ut nisl at nulla condimentum facilisis. 
Etiam commodo nulla non turpis. Sed a justo. Aenean gravida.  

The following accounts of the famine were recorded by two 
teachers in Bawnboy in 1945 Thomas O’Grady and  

Miceal O Beirn   
Thanks to the Folklore Dept., University College Dublin for permission to reproduce 
these records. They are held in documents Co. An Chabhain 1162 (13-94) and Co. An 

Chabhain 1821 (88-106) . 
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The committee would like to thank the manager and staff of Cavan Co Council for their assistance,  
particularly Paddy Connaughton, Frank Cleary, Derry Scanlon, Kirsten Lemon and Majella Tierney, 
also the committee and staff of Cavan Monaghan Leader, particularly John Toland, Mike Barrett of 
TUS, and  Jennifer Hennessy of Clann Credo. 

Please support the 
workhouse project 

Thank you 

The renovated front building  

 FALL 2016 

The committee would also like to thank the following people who are not members of Cavan County 
Council and who have generously given of their time and knowledge during the work done on the 
Lych Gate: 

Tommy Gallagher, Aidan McGovern, Joe McGovern, James McGovern, Miceal Raghaill, Aidan 
Rudden, Peter McKiernan, Jim McManus, Terry McGovern, John Bannon Senior, Cyril Prior, 
Seamus Brady, Mickey Boyle, Nigel Rofe, Danny Gavin, Peader Neary, Owney Doonan Jan 
Dolman, Oliver Brady. 

 

This brochure was compiled by Dymphna Headen 
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